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Figure 1. Laboratory model 2.6 cm CHT
with Sm-Co permanent magnets (with US
quarter for scale).

a) b)

In this paper, we present results from tests performed with a CHT that uses permanent magnets to produce the
magnetic field topology. This thruster has the promise of reduced overall power consumption over previous CHT
iterations that employed electromagnets. The use of permanent magnets simplifies the design by removing the multi-
turn electromagnet coils from the thruster. Beam current data are presented to show the effect of the magnetic field
topology on the plume profile and current utilization. Thruster performance measurements (thrust, I sp, and anode
efficiency) obtained using a thrust stand are presented to evaluate against previous electromagnet CHT performance
levels and also to provide a baseline against which future iterations of the permanent magnet CHT may be compared.

II. Experimental Apparatus

Tests were conducted on a cylindrical Hall thruster at both the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) and
NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). We proceed first with a description of the thruster and then discuss the
facilities at both PPPL and MSFC that were used to test the CHT.

A. Cylindrical Hall Thruster with Permanent Magnets

Measurements were obtained using the 2.6 cm channel diameter permanent mag-
net PPPL CHT shown in Fig. 1. The thruster is roughly 5.5 cm in overall diam-
eter and 3.5 cm long, massing roughly 350 g. The thruster channel is comprised
of a ceramic boron-nitride insulator with propellant fed from an annular anode.
Two sets of samarium-cobalt (Sm-Co) rare-Earth magnets are used to produce
the magnetic field. The magnets can be oriented in the same direction to produce
the ‘direct’ magnetic field topology shown in Fig. 2a, or they can be oriented to
oppose each other producing the ‘cusp’ field configuration in Fig. 2b. The mag-
netic field in the plume region is roughly the same for either permanent magnet
configuration, but the field strength is greater in the direct-field configuration.
There are also differences in the topology inside the thruster channel, with a
greater axial component in the direct-field configuration. The maximum field
strength inside the thruster channel in either configuration is roughly 1 kG.

The working propellant for all experiments is research-grade xenon gas, and
the cathode and anode flow rates are independently controlled. A commercial
HeatWave Labs HWPES-250 hollow cathode is used in these experiments, serv-
ing as both the thruster cathode and the beam neutralizer.

Figure 2. Magnetic field topology in a laboratory model 2.6 cm CHT with Sm-Co permanent magnets where the magnets are oriented in
a) a direct-field alignment and b) a cusp-field alignment. The maximum magnetic field is roughly 1 kG at the axis near the back wall.

B. Princeton Test Facility

Testing at Princeton was conducted in the PPPL large Hall thruster facility. 8 The vacuum vessel has a volume of 28
m3 and is equipped with cryopumps that maintain the background pressure at a level that does not exceed 3 × 10 —6

torr. The angular ion flux distribution in the plume was measured using a 2.54 cm planar plume probe with guarding
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Figure 3. Planar plume probe measurements showing the ion flux distribution in the CHT beam as a function of off-axis angular position
for a) the direct-field configuration and b) the cusp-field configuration. The voltages given for each data set represent the thruster discharge
voltages. The anode flow rate for all plume measurements was 3.4 sccm.

Table 1. Summary of discharge and beam current data and current utilization for the direct and cusp-field configurations. The anode flow
rate was 3.4 sccm.

Condition Discharge Current Id (A) Ion Beam Current Ii (A) Current Utilization Ii/Id

Direct, 250 V 0.35 0.24 0.69
Cusp, 250 V 0.59 0.28 0.47

Cusp, 400 V 0.56 0.30 0.54

rings like the type described in Refs. [9,10]. The probe is located 70 cm from the thruster and can be rotated through
an angle of ±90 degrees relative to the thruster axis.

C. NASA-MSFC Test Facility

Testing at NASA-MSFC was conducted in a 2.75-m diameter, 7.6-m long stainless steel vacuum chamber. Previous
testing of a PPPL CHT was also performed in this facility. 6 The vacuum level inside the chamber is maintained by two
9500 l/s gaseous helium cryopumps. The base pressure of the facility was 2 × 10 —7 torr, and the pressure level during
testing was roughly 1 × 10 —5 torr.

The propellant flow rate to both the cathode and anode were controlled using two variable 10-sccm MKS 1479
precision flow controllers (calibrated on Xe and controllable to ±0.1 sccm). All testing was performed with a cathode
flow rate of 2 sccm.

Thrust was measured using the variable-amplitude hanging pendulum with extended range (VAHPER) thrust
stand. 11 The stand employs a unique linkage mechanism to convert horizontal deflection of the pendulum arm into
amplified vertical deflection of a secondary beam. Displacement (thrust) calibration of the VAHPER thrust stand is
accomplished using an in situ calibration rig that applies a series of known loads normal to the pendulum arm. Cal-
ibration can be performed before, during, and after thruster operation. The measured displacement of the vertically
deflecting linkage is recorded as the calibration loads are applied to the arm. Assuming that the relationship between
the applied force and the measured displacement is linear allows for a linear curve fit of the calibration data.

The cathode is mounted on a stage that allows for axial translation relative to the thruster exit. In the reference
position, the cathode exit is 1.9 cm (0.75”) downstream of the thruster exit and 5.1 cm (2”) from the thruster centerline.
The cathode is aligned such that its centerline forms a 40 o angle with the thruster centerline. The translation stage
moves the cathode exit from the reference position to locations that are further downstream of the thruster.

III. Experimental Data

Data from testing conducted with the permanent-magnet CHT are presented in this section. Beam ion current
density measurements obtained at PPPL are presented first and followed by performance measurements performed at
NASA-MSFC.
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A. Ion Current Density

The plasma beam current measurements for both the direct and cusp magnetic field configurations with an anode
flow rate of 3.4 sccm are presented in Fig. 3. The beam current density in the direct-field configuration (Fig. 3A) is
smaller than the current density in the cusp-field configuration (Fig. 3B). In addition, the ion flux near the centerline
in the cusp-field configuration is increased when the thruster discharge voltage is increased from 250 V to 400 V. The
thruster discharge current Id and measured ion beam current Ii are summarized in Table 1 for each of the magnetic
field configuration/discharge voltage combinations tested. The current utilization I i /Id for each case is also calculated
in the table.

The cusp-field configuration ion beam current plume measurements shown in Fig. 3B exhibit a greater ion flux
along the centerline as the discharge voltage is increased from 250 to 400 V. A comparison with the direct-field
configuration data in Fig. 3A indicates a somewhat increased ion flux in the plume for the cusp-field case.

The current utilization ratio in Table 1 is useful in determining how effectively the applied magnetic field sup-
presses electron transport to the anode. Holding all other parameters constant, thruster efficiency will decrease with
increasing electron current. 12 The high current utilization in the direct-field configuration almost certainly implies
that electron transport is lowest in that case, leading to the conclusion that the thrust efficiency will be higher for this
configuration than in the cusp-field case.

B. Thruster Performance

Anode efficiency, specific impulse (Isp) and thrust mea-
surements obtained for the direct-field configuration
CHT are presented in Figs. 4 and 5. Anode efficiency
and Isp (specifically, anode Isp) are computed according
to their standard definitions 13 using the measured thrust
level, the anode mass flow rate, and the power supply
current and voltage readings.

The data in each set of graphs correspond to thrust
measurements at anode mass flow rates of 3.4, 4.0, 4.4,
and 5.0 sccm. The data in Fig. 4a-c were obtained with
the cathode exit orifice located at the base position cited
previously in the text, while the data in Figs. 5a-c and
5d-f were obtained with the cathode translated axially
downstream 1.25-cm (0.5-in) and 2.5-cm (1.0-in), re-
spectively. The data span a range from 70 to 350 W in
discharge power and show anode efficiencies between 4
and 21%, Isp levels between 400 and 1955 s, and thrust
levels from 1.25 to 6.5 mN. Higher power levels were at-
tempted with the cathode translated axially downstream,
but discharge instability precluded the acquisition of data
at those positions.

The anode efficiency, anode Isp and thrust all gener-
ally increase with increasing discharge power up to about
250 W. Beyond that power level the Isp and thrust con-
tinue to increase at roughly the same rate, but the effi-
ciency begins to decrease. Axially translating the cath-
ode does not appear to have a dramatic effect on perfor-
mance, however for similar operating conditions (volt-
age and flow rate) the maximum discharge power that is
accessible appears to be more limited. Anode flow rate,
on the other hand, appears to have very little effect on
the measured performance at higher power levels ( > 140
W). At power levels below 140 W, the data exhibit con-
siderable scatter from point to point. The data presented
in this paper were obtained over the course of thruster
operation over several days of testing.
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Figure 4. (a) Anode efficiency, (b) IeP , and (c) thrust as a function of
discharge power obtained with the cathode at its base position. The
average error bars (with a 95% confidence interval) on these data are
1.1 %, 44 sec, and 0.16 mN.
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Figure 5. Anode efficiency, IeP , and thrust as a function of discharge power obtained with the cathode with the cathode linearly translated
1.25-cm (0.5-in) downstream from its base position; (a), (b), and (c), respectively; and linearly translated 2.5-cm (1.0-in) downstream from
its base position; (d), (e), and (f), respectively. The average error bars (with a 95% confidence interval) on these data are 1.1 %, 44 sec, and
0.16 mN.

The thruster would increase in temperature rapidly, quickly reaching a value above which operation could no longer
be performed without endangering the magnets. Once the thruster was shut down and cooled sufficiently, operation
could proceed again until the temperature limit was again reached. At low thruster temperatures (specifically, at the
start of an operating cycle) the thruster sometimes drew an anomalously high level of current, consistent with a cathode
or channel insulator surface in need of surface cleaning and conditioning. As the temperature rose, these current levels
returned to their expected values. Data from these periods where the current was higher than normal are not included
in this paper, but the existence does point to the importance of surface conditioning. The complete dataset showing
the discharge current as a function of discharge voltage and anode flow rate are presented in Fig. 6. We observe that
discharge current generally increases with increasing mass flow rate.

Comparisons to performance values previously obtained for a 3-cm PPPL CHT 6 that employed electromagnet coils
show that at 150 W the Isp and efficiency in the permanent magnet thruster are both lower than those measured in the
electromagnet thruster (Isp and anode efficiency reduced from —1400 s to —1100 s and 26% to 16-18%, respectively).
However, the anode efficiency of the 3-cm CHT does not account for the electrical power invested in the production
of the magnetic field, which was on average roughly 100 W. When this power is considered, the anode efficiency of
the 3-cm CHT becomes 15.5%, which is slightly less than the efficiency obtained on the permanent magnet thruster.

Data showing the anode efficiency and Isp as a function of discharge voltage are presented in Fig. 7. In (a)-(d),
we observe that the efficiency and specific impulse are both quite low at discharge voltages below 250 V (no data
was acquired at lower discharge voltages when the cathode was linearly translated 2.5-cm (1-in) downstream). From
250-350 V, performance increases significantly as the anode flow rate is adjusted from 3.4 to 4.0 sccm. Performance
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increases at greater flow rates are not readily discernable
in the data set. Finally, we note that as the discharge volt-
age is taken from 400 to 550 V, the efficiency peaks and
actually begins to decrease. This is most likely associ-
ated with the increase in discharge current as a function
of voltage (see Fig. 6a), which is due to a combination
of an increase in electron current across the magnetic
field and an increase in ion beam current as the voltage
is raised.
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lower thruster power consumption by eliminating the
electromagnet power sink. In addition, permanent mag- Figure 6. Discharge current as a function of discharge voltage and
nets simplify the design, removing the need for addi- anode flow rate for the cathode (a) at the base position, (b) linearly
tional power supplies and multi-turn electromagnet coils. translated 1.25-cm (0.5-in) downstream from its base position and (c)

While ion flux in the plume was somewhat higher for the linearly translated 2.5-cm (1.0-in) downstream from its base position.

cusp magnetic field configuration, the current utilization ratio was highest for the direct-field case, indicating it would
have a higher efficiency.

Performance measurements on the direct-field magnet configuration thruster over a discharge power level ranging
from 70-350 W and with the cathode orifice located at three different axial positions relative to the thruster exit plane
were performed using the MSFC VAHPER thrust stand. The thruster produced thrust levels ranging from 1.25-6.5 mN,
anode efficiencies spanning 4-21 %, and Isp between 400-1950 s. All performance parameters generally increased with
discharge power from 140-250 W and did not appear to be a strong function of anode mass flow rate at power levels
above 140 W. Above 250 W, the anode efficiency reduced with increasing discharge power. Below 140 W, the data
exhibited considerable scatter. At a constant discharge voltage (above -250 V), performance generally increased as
the anode mass flow rate was raised from 3.4 to 4.0 sccm, but subsequent increases at higher mass flow rates were not
readily discernable. A point comparison of the performance of the permanent-magnet thruster and the electromagnet
thruster reveal that when the power consumed by the electromagnets is taken into account, the efficiencies of the two
thrusters are quite comparable (16-18% compared to 15.5%, respectively).
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Figure 7. Anode efficiency and Is p as a function of discharge voltage obtained with the cathode (a,b) at its base position, (a,b) linearly
translated 1.25-cm (0.5-in) downstream from its base position, and (e,f) linearly translated 2.5-cm (1.0-in) downstream from its base posi-
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